
Read carefully!

To complete this lab you need to build the circuit as described in the manual. Follow the instructions 
and take snapshots as indicated. Record your findings whereever the manual asks you to. Make sure 
you number all your answers and your snapshots according to the question. 
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Note that the value of 4.7K can be 
changed to 30K and 150 K can also be 
changed to 200 ohms. 

Changing these values will result the  
output signal to become more like a 
sine waveform.  

Question: Change the value of the 
POT and determine the MIN and 
MAX achievable frequencies 

Note that if you can pull up PIN 11 
using a 10K resistor. You should see a 
Square waveform. 

Question: What is the minimum 
operating voltage for XR chip? 



Answer the questions!

Question: What is DeltaF? That is the 
maximum frequency deviation. 



Read carefully!



This is about 
10KHz with 
offset of zero volt!
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Answer the questions

Reference:
Principles of Electronic Communication Systems Experiments Manual 

Your Report For each Section: 
SECTION 5-1
1- Make sure you have a cover sheet - name of authors, date, course 
2- Purpose: What is the purpose of this section? 
3- Components: List all the parts you used for this section 
4- Circuit: Draw the Schematic 
5- Circuit Description: Provide a detailed DESCRIPTION of the schematic. What did you learn about the schematic? 
6- XR-2206: Write one paragraph about XR chip. What does it do - link to its spec sheet 
7- Discussions: Place each snapshot in your document and carefully explain it. Explain how you measured the signal and what does it 
indicate. Each snapshot must have a figure number. 
8- Final questions: Answer the questions at the end of each section 
SECTION 6-1
1- Purpose: What is the purpose of this section? 
2- Components: List all the parts you used for this section 
3- Circuit: Draw the Schematic 
4- Circuit Description: Provide a detailed DESCRIPTION of the schematic. What did you learn about the schematic? 
5- 565 PLL: Write one paragraph about XR chip. What does it do - link to its spec sheet 
6- Discussions: Place each snapshot in your document and carefully explain it. Explain how you measured the signal and what does it 
indicate. Each snapshot must have a figure number. 
7- Final questions: Answer the questions at the end of each section 




